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1. Protest of rejection of proposal and award to another 
firm filed within 10 working days of receipt of notice of 
award is timely under our Bid Protest Regulations. 

2. The procuring agency properly rejected the protester's 
proposal for automated publishing and printinq systems as 
technically unacceptable where the protester took exception 
in its best and final offer to the material solicitation 
term that it guara,ntee the availability of spare parts for 
5 years and where the protester did not respond to 
deficiencies in its software noted by the agency during 
discussions. 

3. Protest that the awardee's offered equipment does not 
satisfy a specification requirement that the scanner read 
and format subscript and superscript is denied, where the 
protester was not prejudiced by the agency's relaxation of 
this requirement. 

4. Protest that the awardee's equipment failed to comply 
with specification requirements for an automated publishing 
and printing system is denied where the record shows that 
the awardee's proposal was reasonably evaluated as meetinq 
the requirements. 



DECISION 

Federal Computer Corporation (FCC) protests the award of a 
contract to Eastman Koaak Company under request for 
proposals (RFP) No. N00123-89-R-0454, issued by the Naval 
Regional Contractiny Center, Lony Beach, California, 
Department of the Navy, for an automated publishing ana 
printing system. FCC protests that the Navy unreasonably 
found its proposal to be technically unacceptable ana that 
it is entitled to award as the low-priced offeror. The 
protester also argues that award to Kodak was improper 
because Kodak's proposal was technically unacceptable. 

We aeny the protest. 

The RF? contelnplatea the award of a fixes-pricea contract 
for an off-the-shelf, autolnatea publishiny and printing 
System, incluaing maintenance ana training for a base year 
ana 4 option years. The system required by the RFP 
consists of composition workstations, hara disks, a magnetic 
tape drive, laser printers, file servers, a text and 
graphics scanner, comnunications modems, networking, ana 
composition ana communications software. 

The solicitation listea detailed performance ana function 
specifications for the system and provided that the system 
must be capable of integrating word processiny and other 
aocuinent authoring methods with electronic dOCIMIent creation 
through keystroking, scanniny, and telecommunications. In 
addition, the RFP required that the contractor perform 
preventative and remedial maintenance, which incluaea a 
2 hour response to calls for remedial maintenance, ana that 
the contractor guarantee the availability of replacement 
parts for the system for a minimum of 5 years from the aate 
of the contract. Offerors were inforined that contract 
award would be made to the responsiole offeror submitting 
the lowest evaluated priced, technically acceptable 
proposal. 

The Navy receive0 proposals from FCC ana Kodak and included 
both proposals in the coinpetitive ranye. Koaak's proposal 
was found technically acceptaole and FCC's proposal was 
found unacceptable but susceptible of Seing maae 
acceptable.l_/ FCC's initial technical proposal was found 

1/ The Navy founa the naraware offered by both FCC and 
Kodak to be technically acceptable. 
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unacceptable for deficiencies in the areas of software, 
maintenance, and training support. Unaer the software 
requirements, the Navy determined that FCC's initial 
proposal did not fully adaress: (1) its software capability 
to handle stanaard yeneralizea markup lanyuaye (SGML) coaea 
aocumentation,2/ (2) the interactive spelliny detection ana 
correction feaFures of its scanner's software, and (3) its 
composition software's ability to create equations on-line 
ana alphanumeric bar coae symboloyy. The Navy also found 
that FCC haa not specified how it intenaed to meet the RFP 
maintenance requirements ana haa not provide0 sufficient 
information to evaluate its training program. 

Discussions were conaucted with each offeror ana best and 
final offers (3~~0) receivea. FCC'S evaluated BAFO price 
was $558,451.30, while Kodak's evaluated RAF0 price was 
$678,135.60. Upon evaluation of BAFOs, the Navy OeterJined 
that Koaak's revisea proposal was acceptable and FCC's 
revised proposal was technically unacceptaole. The agency 
fauna that FCC haa failea to address, any of the aeficiencies 
identified in its proposed software. In aadition, FCC's 
BAFO took exception to the RF? requirement that the 
contractor guarantee the availability of replacement parts 
for a rnini:num of 5 years. 

Contract awara was maae to Koaak on March 22, 1990, ana FCC 
protestea to our Office on April 26. On 41ay 24 the Navy, 
in an attempt to settle the protest, conducted an opera- 
tional capability aemonstration (OCD), or benchmark, of 
Kodak's proposea scanner to aemonstrate compliance with the 
solicitation specifications.l/ The contractiny officer 
determinea that, while the Koaak scanner "did not appear" to 
recognize, mark and retain the original format of subscript 
ana superscript as scanned,/ this aeficiency was 
"COnSidereO de minimis" - since the agency haa iittle neea for 

2/ "SGML," stanaara yeneralized markup lanyuage, is an 
rnternational standara within the publishins industry which 
enables any publishing system to accept and unaerstand aata 
from other systems. 

2/ The RFP also provided that the ayency reservea the right 
to require a successful, on-site OCD before makiny award. 

4/ "Subscript" are characters that appear below the line of 
text while "superscript" refers to the characters that 
appear above the text line (e.q., degree symbols). 
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this requirement ana the scanner otherwise satisfied the 
material requirements of the RFP.SJ 

The Navy and Kodak initially argue that FCC's protest is 
untimely because FCC failea to protest within 10 workiny 
days of the date on which it learned the basis of its 
protest. See 4 C.F.R. S 21.2(a)(2) (1990). The Navy 
COntenOS that on March 26 it informed FCC that Kodak had 
receitiea the award but FCC waited until April 26 to file its 
protest. FCC replies that on March 26 it was told that 
Koaak's evaluated price was below FCC's ana that it was not 
until the protester's receipt of the agency's written 
notification of awara, on April 17, that FCC learned that 
Its proposal naa been founa unacceptable ana that Kodak's 
evaluate0 price LJ~S substantially higher than FCC's. FCC 
argue:; that after receipt of the award notlflcation letter 
it investigate0 Kodak's equip,nent and concluaed that Kodak's 
propose3 scanner could not satisfy the RFP requirements. 
FCC's pri>test was filea 7 workiny days after receipt of the 
letter. 

We find that FCC's protest was timely. Reyardiny FCC's 
protest that the agency unreasonaoly found its proposal to 
be unacceptable, FCC dia not learn that its proposal was 
founa unacceptable until April 17 and its protest on this 
iSSUe was filed within 10 workiny aays of tnat date. With 
reyara to the acceptability of Kodak's proposal, FCC had no 
basis to que;tlon Koaak's equipment until it learnea that 
Kodak's offer was hiyher priced than FCC's and that FCC's 
proposed system was founa unacceptable. 

FCC protests that the Navy unreasonaoly found its proposal 
to be unacceptable. We find, however, that the Navy 
properly reJected FCC's proposal as technically 
unacceptable since FCC took exception to a material 
solicitation term and oecause FCC did not respond to 
aeficiencies in Its software noted by the agency auriny 
diSCUSSiOnS. 

S,/ The Navy states that tne protester ayreea, in 
consideration for the agency's ayreeinent to Conduct a 
benchmark of Koaak's scanner, to witharaw its protest if the 
Kodak scanner met the contract requirements. The agency 
contenas that Koaak's scanner satisfied the contract 
requirements ana requests that we enforce the parties' 
agreement. However, the parties disagree as to whether 
Kodak's scanner satisfied the contract requirements. In any 
event, our Sid protest function aoes not contemplate the 
enforcement of private agreements between the parties. 
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With regard to FCC's exception to the replacement parts 
guarantee, the RFP required that "[t]he contractor guarantee 
that replacement parts of each machine listed in this 
contract shall be available for a minimum of 5 years from 
the aate of the contract." FCC, in its initial proposal, 
indicated its understanding of, and certified compliance 
with, this requirement. The protester rn its BAFO proviaed: 

"FCC will proviae aaequate replacement parts to 
provide the services hereLn at no aaaitional cost 
to the government. However, in the event any 
supplier of spare parts aiacontinues Lts support 
to FCC, the Jovernlnent agrees to furnish FCC 
adequate spare parts for the remainaer of tne 
contract at the rates equivalent to those that FCC 
haa been paying to the equrpment supplier." 

FCC aryues that the above-quoted BAFO language does not 
affect its promise Ln Lts LnLtLal proposal to comply with 
the maintenance requirements of the RFP. We aisagree. The 
solicitation statement of work proviaes that the 
contractor's obligation to perform remedial maintenance 
incluaes arriving at the lnaintenance site with all necessary 
parts to effect repair. The offeror's yuarantee of the 
availability of replace,nent parts for 5 years from the date 
of the contract awara is obviously Lntenaed to ensure that 
the replacement parts, IIeCeSSdry to repair or maintarn the 
system, are available through the base ana option years of 
the contract. FCC, in its BAFO, has attempted to liinit its 
liability by shiftiny the risk of nonavailability of 
replacement parts to the yovernrnent. 

In a negotiated procurement, a proposal that falls to 
COI'IfOrln to the material terlns ana conditions of the 
solicitation is unacceptable and may not form the basis for 
award. Martin Marietta Corp., 69 Comp. Gen. 213 (1990), 
90-l CPD 11 132. The requirement that offertirs guarantee the 
availability of replacement parts is clearly material, ana 
FCC's exception to this requlcement renaerea its proposal 
technically unacceptable. While it is true, as notea by 
FCC, that the Navy did not iaentify thi.; deficiency in 
informing FCC that its proposal was technically 
UnacceptaDle, the recora shows that the aqency's evaluators, 
in reviewing FCC's BAFO, consiaered FCC's deviation from 
this requirement to be a material exception to the RFP 
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requirements. In any event, even if the agency had not 
discovered this deficiency until FCC's protest to our 
office, an ayency may properly raise new aeficiencies in 
demonstrating the reasonableness of its unacceptability 
determination. See BurnSide-Ott Aviation Traininy Center, 
Inc.; Reflectone-aininq Sys., Inc., B-233113; B-233113.2, 
Feb. 15, 1989, 89-l CPD ll 158. 

The Navy also found FCC's BAFO to be technically 
unacceptable because it failea to respond to tne Navy's 
technical concerns regaraing FCC’s software that were 
expressea auring aiscussions. 6/ As detailed above, the 
agency's technical evaluators-found that FCC's initial 
?rOpoSdl failea to address Certain essential software 
requirements. The Navy conaucted aiscussions with FCC 
regarding each of these perceiJea deficiencies. Although 
FCC Contends that it aaequately responaed in its BAFO to 
each of the ayency's dL;;cussion questions, our review of 
FCC's BAF3 inaicates that it did not adaress in any way the 
Navy’s technical cvncerns.7/ While FCC made general 
promises in its initial proposal to provide software that 
would satisfy contract requirements, the RFP required that 
technical proposals contain sufficient detail to inaicate 
the offeror's proposea means to satisfy all applicable 
specification requirements ana that statements that the 
offeror unaerstanas and will comply with specification 
requirements woula be consiaerea insufficient. FCC's 
promises to provide software meeting the contract 
requirements aia not satisfy its obligation to provide 
sufficient information to demonstrate its capability to 
perform, especially consiaeriny that these matters were 
brought to its attention auriny diSCuSSiOnS. See Federal 
Servs., Inc., B-235661, Auy. 28, 1989, 89-2 CPD 182. 
Thus, for this reason too, the Navy properly determinea that 
FCC's proposal was technically unacceptable. 

6J The Navy also informed FCC that its proposal was founa 
unacceptable because FCC's proposed computer did not have 
high-speed memory caches. The Navy now aamits that the RFP 
does not require that the computer have high-speed memory 
caches. 

7J The protester submitted to us exhibits, which it 
contends are payes from its BAFO. From our review of the 
protester's proposal and BAFO, we find that the exhibits are 
actually payes from its initial proposal. 
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FCC protests that Kodak's proposal was technically 
unacceptable. Specifically, the protester contends chat 
Kodak's offered scanner cannot perform several of the 
specification require,nents and that Kodak's offered printer 
and composition software must be unacceptable because Koaak 
offered the same printer ana software as FCC's, which the 
Navy found Unacceptable. In addition, FCC argues that 
Kodak's proposed system is not "off-the-shelf" as required 
by the RFP. 

FCC first argues that Koaak's scanner, as shown by the post- 
award senchmark, cannot recognize ana mark subscript ana 
superscript ana retain the origIna format as r?quirea by 
the RFP.8/ The Navy contenas that its awara decision was 
basea upon Kodak's proposal which took no exceptions to the 
RFP requirements. The Navy argues that since the post-awara 
oenchlnark was conaucted solely to resolve the protest it is 
unrelatea to its awara decision. The agency contends that 
questions concerning whether Kodak will deliver a scanner 
which satisfies the specification requirements are matters 
Of contract administration which we ao not orainarily 
review. See 4 C.F.R. S 21.3(.n)(l). 

We a0 not ayree with the Navy that the benchmark here 
Concerns a matter of contract administration since the 
agency conducted the benchmark on Kodak's scanner in oraer 
to validate its award aecision. Accoraingly, the agency 

8_/ This contention is basea upon the documentea 
observation of the contracting officer, who statea' this was 
a aeficiency but was de minimis. FCC interprets the 
contracting officer'sytatement to mean that the Koaak 
scanner could not mark and recognize subscript and 
superscript and also could not retain tne format of 
documents as oriyinally scannea. Obviously, if a scanner is 
totally unable to retain the format of scanned dOCUmentS, 
this woula be a mayor deficiency. We think FCC misconstruea 
the clear meaning of the contractiny officer's statelnent. 
The agency explained that this statement concerniny the 
retention of format by Kodak's scanner at the benchmark 
referred to the ability of the scanner to retain the format 
Of the subscript and superscript as oriyinally scanned 
(i.e., maintain the &position of the character above or below 
the text line). 
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cannot iynore the results of its benchmark in considering 
the reasonableness of its source selection./ 

The Navy contends that the failure of Kodak's scanner at the 
benchmark to mark, recoynize, and retain the format of 
subscript and superscript aoes not render Koaak's proposal 
technically unacceptable overall. The agency states that it 
has little need for this requirement as less than 1 percent 
of all aocuments to be scanned will contain subscript or 
superscript. In any event, the ayency contends that Koaak's 
scanner can mark, recoynize and retain the format of 
subscript ana superscript with mininal operator 
intervention and this will meet its minimum needs. In th?rs 
reyara, the agency states that FCC's scanner marks ana 
recognizes subscript and superscript in the same way as 
Kodak's proposea scanner which requires some operator 
intervention. 

The Navy's conclusion that the Koaak scanner's ability to 
scan for subscript and superscript with ininimal operator 
intervention meets its minimum neeas is reasonable. 
Nevertheless, this limitation on the ability of Kodak's 
scanner to mark, recognize, and retain format of subscript 
and superscript is a aeviation from the RFP Specifications. 
This would warrant sustaining a protest if there was 
resultiny preluaice to the protester, e.g., if the 
protester would have altered its proposal to its COtTtpetitiVe 
advantage had it been given the opportunity to respond to 
the alterea requirement. See Warren Elec. Constr. Corp., 
B-236173.4: B-236173.5, July 16, 1990, 90-2 CPD ll In 
this case, FCC was not pre]uaiCed by the Navy's reE;ation 
of this requirement. 

FCC's proposal was found technically unacceptable for 
reasons unrelated to the requirement that the scanner mark 
ana recoynize subscript/superscript and FCC has not asserted 
that it would have changed its proposal to its competitive 
aaVantaJe if notified of the relaxation of the 
subscript/superscript scanner requirement. Nor has FCC 
asserted that it woula have corrected the deficiencies 
pointed out by the Navy if yiven the opportunity for further 
diSCUSSiOnS. To the contrary, the protester argues that its 

2.1 Benchmark tests should be conaucted prior to the receipt 
of best and final offers in a negotiated procurement so that 
system deficiencies which are likely to occur auriny the 
test can be pointed out ana possibly remediea. See 
CoinpuServe Data Sys. Inc., 60 Comp. Gen. 468 (1981), 81-1 
CPD II 374. 
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proposal should have been founa acceptable despite the 
identified deficiencies. Also, the protester has not 
responaea to the agency's statement that FCC's scanner will 
mark and recognize subscript/superscript in the same way as 
Kodak's scanner. Under the circumstances, we fina that FCC 
has not been preludiced by the Navy's relaxation of this 
requirement. 

FCC argues that Kodak's scanner cannot satisfy numerous 
other specification requirements, including the ability to 
automatically feea aocuments, recognize ana transfer bold 
and italics without operator intt?rvention, "learn" new 
fonts, maintain recoynition loyic and correctly interpret. 
the full set of Jreek and mathematical sy~nbols. Kodak, in 
its proposal, statea that its scanner woula fully perforin 
each of these functions, dna the agency states that Koaak's 
scanner successfully performea these functions at the post- 
awara benchmark. We find that the Navy reasonably 
aeterminea that Koaak's proposal satisfiea these 
requirements; the protester's disagreement does not show 
that the agency's technical evaluation was unreasonable. 
See Pitney-Bowes, Inc., B-236302, Dec. 4, 1989, 89-2 CPD 
vT17. 

FCC also contenas that since its proposal was founa to be 
unacceptable because of a deficiency in its COlnpOSition 
software regardiny the creation of on-line equations ana bar 
code SymbOlogy, Kodak's proposal must similarly be 
unacceptable. FCC argues that the ability to create bar 
code symboloyy is proviaed by its printer ana printer 
operating software and it offered the same printer ana 
operating software as Koaak. 

While it is true that FCC ana Kodak offered the same Koaak 
moael printer, Koaak offered an optional, customized version 
of the printer, which interfacea with Koaak's composition 
software to provide for the bar Code capability. FCC, 
although it now aryues that its system will meet this 
requirement throuyh its printer and printer operatiny 
software, actually proposea to meet this requirement with 
its composition software, which is not the same composition 
software packaye offered by Kodak. In any event, FCC's 
proposal was reasonably found unacceptable because, amony 
other things, the Navy could not determine how FCC coula 
meet this requirement using the composition software It 
propose0 and FCC failea to respona to the Navy's specific 
discussion questions in this reyard. 
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FCC also protests that Kodak's offerea equipment was in the 
aevelopmental stage ana thus not "off-the-shelf" as 
required by the RFP. This argument is also without merit. 
The Navy states that it confirmed that all of Kodak's 
proposea hardware was commercially available. Furthermore, 
we fina from our review of Koaak's proposal that KOOak ala 
not offer hardware for which development was proposed or 
requirea. In this reyard, Koaak states that the integratea 
publishincJ system which it offered to the Navy is sol0 
commercially from its Rochester, New York, headquarters. 

The protest is Uenied. 

James F. Hinchman 
General Counsel 
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